University Core Development Committee

Minutes

Meeting: September 11, 2008 at 3:45-4:30 p.m. in Gasson 105

Present:

Patrick Byrne, Mary Cronin, Cathy Read, Audrey Friedman, Margaret Thomas, James Weiss, Michael Clarke, Stephen Schloesser, Clare Dunsford, Richard Cobb-Stevens

Discussion:

1) It was resolved to meet once a month during the Fall Semester.

2) A proposal by Prof. Rein Uritam (Physics), entitled “The Emergence of Classical Physics: The British Connection,” was approved for Natural Science core credit.

3) A proposal by Prof. Steve Brown (Theology), entitled “Medieval Religions and Thought,” was approved for cultural diversity credit.

4) A proposal by Prof. Lisa Barrett (Psychology), entitled “Emotion,” was approved for Social Science credit.

Richard Cobb-Stevens